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How does it feel to be so exposed?

My master and lover James Maxwell hotly whispers into my ear, which makes my nerves dance in
excitement.

I’m Mia Donovan, a twenty-two-year-old, small-town girl who has signed a contract with the billionaire
James Maxwell in exchange for my brother’s freedom and protection. Since I’ve become his mistress, my
world has changed—both for better and worse. I’m now profoundly entwined in his complex, busy life and
dark and dangerous world. I find I’m falling deeper in love with him the more time I spend with him. This
love, however, is unrequited, and I am torn between a confession and keeping it a secret. Furthermore, my
dark past is catching up on me, and I know it isn’t long before my very life is in danger.

And so our story continues…
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From Reader Review Chained to You, Vol. 4 for online ebook

Ayshwaria says

Received a Arc,
Really loved the book. The relationship between James and Mia is unrealistically good. The other characters
Andy and his story was good. Cant wait for the next book.

Keri says

[William and Savanah's master/mistress sexual and non-sexual relationship is with James and Mia's. (hide
spoiler)]

Sheetal Priya says

Grammatical errors but good story
ARC reader

Terese Boatman says

I really enjoyed this edition! It was great it was back focusing on the main characters! I can't wait for the
next book!

Christy says

Again, great book..

Lynn says

Recieved an ARC

Sooooooo I read the whole series in one day. Couldn't put them down . Waiting fir more books!!!

Mustlovebooks says

Ok



First I thought there was only 4 books, so even though I was going to stop after 2, I thought "OK, I will read
2 more" only to find out the 4th is not the last. So know that this might go on for awhile and at 2.50 each.
The book itself is so/so. Its got a lot of sex scenes but they are all the exact same. Really no variations at all.
And its mostly just regular missionary with a little dirty words thrown in, so that was kinda boring. Also, I
don't know what's wrong with the main character, she is a little slow or something. She acts like a five year
old. If I had to hear "huh" one more time, I don't know what I would have done. Well I don't know. I read
another book of this author that was OK, than realized that one might go on forever at 3.99 each, I think I am
just gonna stop. And really they called the male character "the billionaire" like it was his name. Over and
over "the billionaire" this and "the billionaire" that. It was really annoying. So/so.

Michelle Rechtien says

Annoying

If you are looking for a complete set and don't want to wait for more books to come out bypass this one.
Stupid me, thought four would be it, nope the fourth one leaves us with a cliffhanger and no book in sight.
The writing in this series feel very young, innocent like Mia and at times very annoying. Other times it is
fun. The sex still has very little foreplay, it keep thinking that will change as the relations hip grows but, I
a!m beginning to wonder. All the men or dominate, their partners submissive, which is expected but,
dominate men, in my experience do a whole lots more than talk dirty, tease nipples, and cup a woman. They
also expect more than just spreading of the legs. Either way I am too deep in the series to give up now. It
isn't terrible, it has good drama, the sex is good and the story is good.

Pritika says

[I love you. The words. They just slipped out so easily. Yes, I’d just told him I loved him. Oh God! What had
I done? He was going to walk away now, wasn’t he? (hide spoiler)]

Ppp says

I loved this book. It got me hooked and wanting more. There feelings for each other are getting intense

Yesha says

Finally, Volume 4 is out! And Mia has finally confessed her love for James. Aria is back with loads of
cuteness. And I hope to see her more in the next volume. James has unknowingly fallen in love with Mia.
Hope he confesses to her before its too late as Mia's past is coming back.

Will James be able to protect Mia from her devil of an uncle?

I completed this volume in a day and eagerly waiting for the next volume and can't wait to see what happens
next. Its completely worth reading. Go for it!



Swarnalatha says

Hai alexia . I love to read all your books

Xueting says

Mia and Jame has me at the edge. Why denie yourself James for the woman that loves you? Finally Mia
confessed her love it feels like I can finally take a deep breathe I've being holding on since the very
beginning. Mia and Aria are just so cute looking forward to more time of them spent together. Can't wait to
see what happens next in book 5. Honestly a awesome sweet romance with innocent, exotic girl lead and
caring, possessive and devishly handsome male lead. Read it, it'll be worth it.

Sarah Firmin says

Thank you, thank you, thank you. What awesome penmanship. Spellbinding... So hooked...awesome


